Remote Jury Trials Are Possible, but Maybe Not the Best Idea
While remote jury trials are technically feasible and legally plausible, the twin risks of
procedural injustice and rampant retrials reduce their appeal.
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Trial courts in California and across the nation face a dilemma. Months have passed without jury
trials. And as those cases originally set for trial during the outbreak await new trial dates, dockets
continue to grow. Meanwhile, jury summonses will be even more unwelcome than usual. All this
makes trial by remote jury alluring—especially for criminal cases, where speedy trial
requirements demand swift solutions. While remote jury trials are technically feasible and legally
plausible, the twin risks of procedural injustice and rampant retrials reduce their appeal.
Granted, most technical problems are solvable. Major security bugs that might have given courts
pause at the outbreak’s outset have largely been addressed. And videoconferencing has become
at least a temporary fixture in U.S. professional and social life. Though far from a perfect
substitute for in-person interaction, it has proven an effective stopgap measure as public health
officials continue to encourage social distancing wherever possible. Like the virtual team
meetings, happy hours and family visits everyone has tolerated for several months, remote jury
service stands to offer the right blend of presence and distance to allow at least some trials to
move forward without risking further infection. And for an in-custody criminal defendant
unlikely to receive own recognizance release as the pandemic persists, proceeding to trial this
way might well seem preferable to indefinite detention.
But the fact that no U.S. judiciary has ever tried mass-scale remote jury trials means that there’s
little law to guide courts if they attempt this procedure. As far as we can tell, nothing clearly
prohibits a trial judge from empaneling a remote jury. While the U.S. Supreme Court has
addressed the constitutionality of substituting in-person testimony with closed-circuit video or
videotaped examinations, it has never considered the need for jurors to be physically present.
Indeed, the Court’s test for such accommodations, first announced in Maryland v. Craig (1990)
497 U.S. 836, suggests that a confrontation clause challenge to remote juries would fail. Unlike
out-of-court witnesses, remote juries do not obviously undermine the “elements of effective
confrontation—oath, cross-examination and observation of the witness’[s] demeanor” that the
Sixth Amendment requires. While remote witness examinations obviously pose a closer
question, including jurors among a defendant’s “accusers” seems a stretch.
Due process concerns pose the biggest problem. While jurors’ short attention spans and limited
ability to evaluate witness credibility do not bar the use of closed circuit video or recorded
testimony for uniquely vulnerable witnesses (children, informants, etc.), what minimum process
defendants are constitutionally due when it comes to ensuring juror engagement remains
unknown. A Texas judge recently permitted an advisory civil jury to attend by
videoconference—and one juror walked off to take a phone call during a break in the
proceedings. No one can predict the consequences on appeal if that happens in a criminal case.

A presiding judge would at least have authority for an experiment with this procedure. Trial
courts have inherent powers to organize their dockets. And in California, a county’s presiding
judge can also rely on several statutory procedures for rearranging cases during an emergency,
and on the governor’s delegation of broad discretionary powers to the state’s chief justice in the
current pandemic to take all necessary actions. Trial judges have broad discretion over how a
jury is situated—and cases supporting the proposition that the trial judge has similarly great
discretion in managing a trial are legion. That discretion permits ordering jury sequestration and
separation, taking juries on field trips for scene views, and permits remote testimony by live or
recorded video evidence. If a jury can sit in a courtroom and view live testimony on a screen
from a remote witness, why can’t the seating positions be reversed?
The answer is “no one knows”—and that uncertainty is the problem. The first batch of
convictions via remote jury will face a phalanx of constitutional challenges on appeal. Though
far from a scientific poll, most of our criminal justice colleagues were skeptical that convictions
by remote juries would survive due process challenges on appeal. And they questioned a trial
judge’s ability to control juror activity if they’re not in the same room. There’s also a greater risk
of juror tainting if the videoconference gets interrupted (however briefly) by the technical errors
that bedevil every remote video system.
These concerns make this more of a “should we” than a “can we” question. Choosing a few test
cases initially seems like a good option. Doing so would give intermediate appellate and high
courts an opportunity to examine the practice without forcing trial courts to retry countless cases
should it prove unconstitutional. Trial courts could at least benefit from some guidance about
which factors to consider regarding whether to proceed remotely. Not all courts enjoy the same
levels of technological capacity, available space to keep jurors socially distanced, or
administrative support for such an undertaking. Even if a bright-line rule never comes, a few test
cases on appeal could give trial courts a better sense of how best to implement the practice. Of
course, that all takes time—and the whole point of doing remote juries is to restart trials
expeditiously. And, like Article III courts, the California Supreme Court does not issue advisory
opinions.
Trial courts might also consider a hybrid approach: virtual jury selection, with the trial itself
conducted in person. Even if due process requires that the empaneled jury must be physically
present, the initial screening process could be done remotely. Hardship requests, juror
questionnaires, and even some juror strikes could be done without corralling dozens or even
hundreds of potential jurors into an assembly room. Attorneys could question potential jurors by
phone or video chat. Alternatively, judges could administer voir dire in smaller groups, or spread
potential jurors across multiple courtrooms connected via video. Once the jury is selected, judges
could spread masked-and-gloved jurors across the courtroom gallery, or place jurors in separate
offices with government-issued computers connected to the courtroom via webcam. This middle
ground addresses concerns about internet access, network security, technical failures, and juror
engagement by limiting the technological environment and placing jurors under more direct
judicial supervision. Another hybrid option is to limit remote juries to civil trials where both
parties stipulate to the procedure.

There are no good solutions here, and trial courts must balance these concerns based on local
conditions. Doing nothing means criminal defendants languish in custody indefinitely. Test cases
require parties to endure the status quo while verdicts are appealed. And adopting remote juries
wholesale risks mass retrials. But all this uncertainty also means some parties will reach
settlements and plea deals, or possibly opt for bench trials. Whatever procedure trial courts adopt
should be the one that best spares parties, courts and jurors the potentially calamitous costs of
gambling on a practice whose constitutional footing, while promising, remains uncertain.
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